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My poor old Falke 70
March 14 2013 at 11:07 PM

Paul  (Login NHpaul)

Hellooooo 
 

I was searching for parts to ressurect my old Falke 70 and found this forum. 
 

I have a Falke that I just got back from a nieghbor. I gave it to his son 30 years ago and now it needs some help. 
 

The stock is rough, but the rest is pretty good for it's age. It fires, but after tearing it down, I see the pistn needs replacement, screw and piston washer too probably. Also a breech washer and the spring is shorter than original because there is no preload
when reassembling, the end is broken and not ground flat like the other end. It also is wavy when sitting in the bench, not straight. 

 
Any one here able to replace these parts lately??? 

How about piston parts from other similiar rifles, the piston OD is 28mm 
 

Any help appreciated, It doesn't have the punch it used to when I was a kid, 45 years ago. Was shooting it with my grandson last weekend 
 

thanks 
 

Paul
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Author Reply

James
 (Login slow_cripple2)

Rebuild parts March 15 2013, 3:24 AM 

Hello Paul. I have replied to your email. 
 

Depending on the damage, that piston should be able to be rebuilt using sleeves or buttons. 
 Before we go too far down that track perhaps some images would be of assistance to better determine the advice you require. 

 Breech and piston seals are not a problem if you can use a punch and a Stanley knife (box cutter or such). there are tutorials all over the net on that subject. 
 Measure the number of complete coils, the wire gauge(diameter) of your spring then do some calculations with the piston in place and guestimate how much pre-load you require. Or someone with way more

experience (not difficult) of the Falke can provide the factory specs? 
 Basically, air rifles are just fancy sling shots anyway.(grin)
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

You can make March 15 2013, 9:33 PM 

replacement breech seals fairly easily, as James says, Paul. Finding a replacement piston could be a tall order, although I have a feeling that a German airgun spares dealer was offering one - at least until
recently. If you can find a way of repairing the piston then from that same dealer you can get most of the service parts you need. 

 
The dealer is Waffencenter-Gotha. They speak some English and are used to sending parts overseas. 

 
http://www.waffencenter-gotha.de/shop/advanced_search_result.php?keywords=Falke&x=0&y=0 

 
Is the piston problem just wear? If so, as James says, it can be repaired by a skilled airgunsmith.

 
------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
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Paul
 (Login NHpaul)

High hopes March 16 2013, 1:56 AM 

I called JBairguns In Illinois this afternoon and he said he can provide parts to get it back in shape. 
He had notes from a mod70 he repairs a long time ago. 

Spring 
I sent the dimensions and length ( it's missing probably an inch) 
Also the total piston travel length, cocked to fired positions, and the total length in the tube of the spring housing, assembled with the spring not installed. 

He said he had a leather cup also mine's 28mm 

Hope he's right! 

the breech hinge is tight, no slop but free, and matched up the the mating part with no slop 

I have a buna O rig in the breech seal ring recess and it is proud of the breech and compressed fine. 

With the weakened spring it doesn't have the punch firing into a soft pine board that my stock Crosman 2240 co2 piston does, penetrated with half pellet sticking out instead of all the way flush on the
pistol. Also way easier to cock that it was 30 years ago when I gave it to my neighbor's son, 

I'l keep you informed for I make out with getting the new parts 

paul 
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Paul
 (Login NHpaul)

Forgot to add March 16 2013, 1:59 AM 

I did email that German firm asking about parts before I found this forum, but no response yet
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pail
 (Login NHpaul)

Success!!! April 14 2013, 12:33 AM 

Have the new leather and spring fitted, stock repaired, lubed and it shoots great! 
 

I ended up with a 1.1diam leather seal and titan xs #07 spring. It fit snug over the rear spring guide, had to skim off about 10 thousandths or so off the guide, as it was kinda egg shaped. and it fit
with a good hard push, almost a pound on fit. 

 
Parts came from JGairguns. 

 
Spring needed 3 coils clipped, and after flatting the end and polish, it had about 2" preload. 

 
Spring is not fully collapsed , but is about 3/8" total length from a full collapse when cocked. 

 
It seems to be about the same cocking effort as I member as a youth, it's not wimpy. 

 
Overall I'm real pleased with the results. 

I only have crosman premium round hollow points at the moment. The seem a bit loose in the breech, are there other brands that have a bit more diameter? 
 

If Gavin checks in here , he said he'd post some pics for me. I'll email them to him. 
 

I learned a lot doing the project, feel confidant I can tear down another springer now, It was a blast . 
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P-J
 (Login P-J-A)

Spares for Falke 70 April 21 2013, 10:13 PM 

Hello Paul, 
 

There is a shop in Germany that could provide at least some of the items you desire. 
 Take look at: 

 
http://www.waffencenter-gotha.de/shop/advanced_search_result.php?keywords=falke+70&x=0&y=0 

 

Greetz from the Netherlands, 
 

P-J.
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